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Part

Consider the following family of de ision problems. There is a finite number of actions
a E A, a finite set of states of the orld () E 8, a prior probability p on 8, and a (vN-
M) utility function u( a, ()) ; the deci ion maker's objective is to maximize the expected
value of u given the distribution p.. et W (p) = maxaEA Ep u( a, (), where Ep d~notes the

expectation with respect to probabil ty distribution p. I

a) Prove that if p and p' are p obability distributions on e, and
q =.>tp + (1- .>t)p' for som .>t between 0 and 1, (add the distributionS by
adding the two vectors) the W(q) ~ .>tW(p) + (1- .>t)W(p'). That is, Wis

weakly convex on the set of robability distributions over e.

b) When is it the case the W(q)1 AW(p) + (1 A)W(p')?

.

c) Suppose that the decision mt er currently has beliefs p about {} , and that before
choosing an action the decisi n maker has the option of observing a signal with
two possible values, s and st. What does the analysis above tell us about the
desirability of observing the ignal?

Now suppose that u is a vN-M utili y function for money (what MWG call a "Bernoulli
utility function) that is continuous, s rictly increasing, and strictly risk averse.
Suppose that the decision maker's choice set A consists of a finite number of maps
from e to money payoffs, and let (p) = maxaEA Epu(a((J)), where we cont~ue to
denote the distribution over e by p. ' "'t

d) Is the function u concave o~ convex? Give a brief defense of your answer.

e) Do .the conclusions in parts Ka) and (b) above still hold, or do they need ~o be
modified? If so, how? I I



Part II

This question concerns two related ersions of the following game. In the first vfrsion,

which has complete information, th re is a mechanic (M) and two car owners, q 1 and

C2; M and CI play in period 1, and M and C2 play in period 2. In period 1, Cllchooses

either In or Out. If C 1 plays Out, th n both M and C 1 get 0 that period. If C 1 plfYS In,

then M observes a signal Z E {E,T} where E indicate that the car needs a new ~ngine,

and T indicates that it needs a tun up, and each signal has probability Y2 .M then

chooses either action e or action t. If the action chosen matches the state, then M and

Cl both receive + 1; if the action di erg from the state, M and Cl both receive -~. At

the beginning of period 2, player C2 observes the actions chosen in period 1, w~ich will

be one of the three events {(Out), ( , e), (In, t)}; this is all of the information th~t C2

observes. The structure of the game is the same as that in period 1, except that a11 of the

payoffs are multiplied by 3, so that r example the payoff to In, e when the sig*al is E

is 3. Player M's utility is the sum 0 the per-period payoffs.

a) Is there a Nash equilibrium ihere player M always chooses the action th*t

matches the signal? I

b) Are there any other Nash equ~libria?

Now consider an i~comPlete-infO~f ion version of t~is game, where there ar~ !f° typ,~s

of player M- an "friendly" type wIth e payoffs specIfied above, and an "engme+crazy

type who always chooses e regardle s of the signal. The prior probability of the Icrazy

type is p.

c) Show that there is a P' Stri~y between 0 and I such that for p E [O,p

a perfect Bayesian equilibriu~ in w ch the friendly type ofM always (that is, atjevery
history) chooses the action that matc es her signal. What is the value of p'? '::(f

] ~here is

d) Find a perfect Bayesian equ~librium for the case where the prior p is larger than

fJ



Part III

Problem -General Equilibr urn r.':\:~~

This proble~ examines the ag egation of consumer demand when age~ts have
homogeneo4s preferences and llinear endowments. More formally, co~sider a
Walrasian economy with L goo s (L ~ 2) and a continuum of agents. Co,sumers
have a unique preference speci ed by a continuously differentiable Ma$hallian
deman~ ~(p,I) E JR~. I.. I

IndIvIdual endowments are olhnear to a gIven vector CJJ E JR~+. The I ~ndow-
ment of a consumer is of the £ rm YCJJ, wh~re y is a real number cont¥ned in
the interval [0, 1]. We assume r simplicity that the parameter y is urtiformly
distributed In the interval [0'11]. The aggregate demand function is thus i

11.!;[p, (p'w)yJdy.X(p~

For any price p E JRt+, we wjmtl to show that the Jacobian matrix

ax
-ap-(p)

] i

'~(p) i

OPj l$~.j$L

is negative semi-definite on tbe ~ yperPlane H(UJ) = {v E jRL : UJ'v = a}. ~ As we

will see, thi~ property has intpo tant consequences for the monotonicity 4>f X(p)

and the uniqueness of equilibriu .

a) Show that
ax
-ap- (p)

where A(p) 1.1)'

b) Show that

B(p)

where B(p) ~ f01 ~[p, (p'w)y] t;W, (p'w)y]' dy is the matrix of income effe~ts, and

S(p) is the average Slutsky s4b~~itution matrix.

c) Let v E H(w). Show that A(JV = 0 and explain why v'S(P)v :::;: O. C~nCIUde that the matrix A(p) + S (p) is n gative semi-definite.:.!;"

,"
IThat is, v'~8x (p)v = El~~- J'<-LVi~ ~8X.. (p) ~ 0 for all v E H(w). ~),:i,;:~;'t

! p -.-I P.,



Part III cant. ,

d) Consider a vector v E JRL. S4ow that

{I d

Jo g(Y)i(Y)dY,
v' B(P)v f (p'lAJ)-l

where g(y) = v'~[p, (p'w)y]

e) Infer that v' B(p)v ~ O. Con~lude that the Jacobian matrix ~(p) is t egative
semi-definite on the hyperplane I H(w).

f) Show the Law of Demand:

(q -p)'[X(q) -{(p)] ~ 0

Hint: consider the function g(t) F (q-p)'[X(r(t))I-X(p)], where r(t) = P
t t(q-p)

and t E [0, ~]. I

Further Results (Not for Credit). It is then easy to prove that equ~librium
is generically unique. I I
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Part IV

)

.Consider a market with one seller d two buyers. The seller's type is his private in£~i rmation. We

denote the seller type by 0 and ass e that the seller's value for the object is r(O) = 08, O. Assume
that all buyers value the object at O. (thus for any value of 0 the seller's value for the bject is lower
or equal to that of the buyers). The buyers do not observe 0, the buyers believe that () is uniformly
distributed on the interval [0,2], th' information is common knowledge (as well as structure of the
game). BotQ buyers simultaneously ounce the prices that they are willing to pay Cpr the object,
The seller observes the prices and d cides if he wants to keep the object or to sell it Ito one of the

buye1;:.~The payoff of the seller is r(O if he keeps the object and p if he sells it. The pa~off of a buyer
is zero if he does not buy the object d 0 -p if he buys it.

(a) Would you describe this market as an example of moral hazard or/and adverse selection? What
is the equilibrium price offered the buyers?

(b) Now let us consider a slightly ore complicated game. Suppose before the bUY
* s make their

offers the seller has an opportu ity to take a test that costs c = 0.02 and truthfu ly reveals his

type (J to the buyers. The seller oes not have to take the test. What is the range f types of the
seller such that the seller choos to take the test?

2. Consider an independent private valt environment with three bidders and one ObjecttAssume that
the values of bidders are independentl .drawn from a uniform distribution with support n the interval
[0,1]. The seller's valuation of the obj ct is zero. This information structure is common nowledge.

(a) Does conducting an efficient auc ion maximize the expected revenues of the seller?! (By efficient
auction we mean an auction that allocates the object to the buyer with the highest ~alue.) If your
answer is yes prove it otherwise ive an example of an auction mechanism that gerterates higher
expected revenues. ,

(b) Suppose the seller decides to us a two stage auction procedure. Round 1: All bfders submit
sealed bids. Two bidders with th highest value advance to the second round but on y the highest
bidder pays his bid. (The bidd r with the second highest bid pays nothing for privilege to
advance to the second round.) ound 2 is a standard second price auction with I two bidders.
Both buyers who advanced to t e second round submit sealed bids, the higheSt bi~der gets the
object a~d pays the second high t bid. (As usual, ties are broken by lottery. The tqtal payments
of a bidder in this mechanism is the sum of his payments in the first and second ~ound). Does
this mechanism yield an efficient allocation of the object? (Give two answers, one ~sing revenue
equivalence theorem and the oth r not using it). ;

(c) If the mechanism described in p t b has multiple equilibria find the one with the lo..yest expected
revenues for the seller (the equili rium concept is subgame perfect Nash Equilibriu$).

3. Consider standard social choice settin$ with N individuals and I alternatives.

(a) Formulate Arrow's impossibility heorem. !

(b) Let Tn(X) denote the rank that in ividual n gives to alternative x (suppose individuaiIs have strict
preferences, that is they are nev r indifferent between two alternatives). Assign a ",core to each
alternative equal to the worst ran that it received, more formally U(x) = -max[Tl(t), ..., TN(X)].
Consider a SWF that orders alte natives according to scores. What are the assum~tions of the
Arrow's impossibility theorem vi lated by this SWF?

(c) Prove Arrow's impossibility theo em (if you do not remember the proof try to descpbe the idea
behind the proof).


